The apnea-hypopnea index (AHI) is the combined average number of apneas and hypopneas that occur per hour of sleep. According to the American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) it is categorized into mild (5-15 events/hour), moderate (15-30 events/hr), and severe (\> 30 events/hr) ([@R01]).

In most studies, AHI has been used to evaluate severity of obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) and treatment outcome ([@R02]). However, it does not seem to be a proper measure to determine the disease severity and for making treatment decisions both in clinical practice and research.

As an example, in a study evaluating two patients with the same AHI (like 60), the severity of the disease is assumed to be the same in both patients. Nevertheless, the mean time of apnea- hypopnea might be longer in one patient than the other (12sec vs 50sec). In this scenario, the objective is to determine whether both patients are suffering from the same severity, or the longer apnea-hypopnea causes more severe conditions.

On the other hand, apnea may be the major breathing event in one patient while hypopnea is more prevalent in the other one. It should therefore be considered that apnea is a complete pause which can lead to more reduction in the airflow and arterial oxygen saturation than hypopnea.

Many studies have shown that AHI may not quantify the disease complications and hence response to the treatment. Although mood disorders seem to be a disease burden, they do not have any association with the severity of OSA measured by AHI ([@R03]). Moreover, despite the significant impairment in quality of life in patients with OSA, AHI is not associated with OSA-related quality of life ([@R04]).

Considering the aforementioned problems, we believe that most of the controversies in the field of sleep apnea have happened due to the inability of AHI to measure the exact severity of the disease. For better evaluation of sleep apnea, development of a new index demonstrating the disease severity more accurate than AHI is recommended. In this index, apnea/hypopnea ratio and the mean time of apnea and hypopnea events should be considered as a determining factor in addition to the average number of events/hr. Such index may help clinicians in assessing prognosis or in making treatment decisions. We hope that development of a more applicable index opens new area of discussion in the field of sleep medicine.
